SQRDUP TIPS
Thank you so much for ordering SQRDUP. As an Old Retired Marine / Retired Oil & Gas
career then turned Entrepreneur I am humbled by you purchasing something which was
just an IDEA by a couple of brothers.
Once you’ve had a chance to practice with SQRDUP please let me know if there are any
Questions, Issues or Concerns.
Please note the sun always wins, at what point it wins depends on various
reasons. Wavelength of Laser, Power of Laser, and Humidity are just a few reasons. Also,
some days you will be able to see the beams well at High Noon and other days you can’t
see it at 10:00 am. This is where Humidity, Pollen, Dust, etc. can play a part.
The human eye sees best at 555nm wavelength, SQRDUP uses the closest laser to this
wavelength which is 545nm, there is only one company that makes this laser. Since
SQRDUP uses 545nm the beam is visible for a longer period during full sun than any other
laser. But remember the sun always wins!
A couple of tips:
• “Short Beam” position, Tripod legs are flattened to their lowest position
• Used primarily for Driving Range
• Even under brightest conditions the user should be able to see the “Short Beams”
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Long Beam” position, Tripod legs raised to highest position
Tilt Tripod Swivel Ball to obtain the desired beam length
Used primarily for Putting, followed by working on wedges at Dusk
Under brightest conditions the user should be able to see a beam from 2’ up to 5’
In the Shade the user can reach 15’
“Dusk” – prior to Dusk go to Driving Range and find the Flag you want to work on,
the SQRDUP beam reaches over 100 yards

I have found since I use SQRDUP a lot I am able to almost always see where the beam
starts again after the ball. This is typically 8” after the ball, this is the line I want my putt
to initially hit. SQRDUP teaches me to find the spot 8” in front of the ball.
There are numerous ways to use SQRDUP and I receive new methods from time to
time. If you come up with a new way please let me know.

